Control and influence of NH summer monsoons on stratospheric water vapor
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Well-known seasonal cycle of water vapor in lower stratosphere
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weaker correlations during summer

what else is controlling $H_2O$ during summer?
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100 hPa water vapor climatology from MLS

2 questions:
• What controls monsoon water vapor
• What is the monsoon influence on the globe?
What controls stratospheric water vapor in the NH summer monsoon regions? JGR 2015
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9 years of MLS observations
deseasonalized anomalies

How is this variability related
to deep convection
and circulation/temperature?

(a) Asian monsoon (May-Sep)

(c) 100hPa H₂O anomalies after removing QBO & ENSO effect
Surprising result: less (more) convection

more (less) lower stratosphere H$_2$O
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_active/break cycles: diagnosis of the intraseasonal variability of the Asian Summer Monsoon_
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Asian monsoon: links to temperatures at 100 hPa

Warm temps in low latitude stratosphere

Balanced dynamical response to change in convection
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The influence of summertime convection over Southeast Asia on water vapor in the tropical stratosphere
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Subtropics: most important region for dehydration
time series over Asia during summer 2009
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North American monsoon

9 years of MLS observations
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(d) 100hPa H$_2$O anomalies after removing QBO & ENSO effect
Composites over N America wrt 100 hPa H₂O

Same result: less convection ~ wet lower stratosphere
temp anomalies for wet composites

Similar connection:
subtropical temps at 100 hPa
Key points:

- Surprising result: strong (weak) convection associated with dry (wet) lower stratosphere

- Monsoon $\text{H}_2\text{O}$ controlled by temperatures in the subtropical stratosphere

- Coherent links to oscillations of the 'tropospheric' monsoon

![Diagram showing dehydration on cold equatorward side with upward transport by overshooting convection and/or large-scale circulation.](image)
What is the influence of the monsoons on global stratospheric $\text{H}_2\text{O}$?

Schoeberl et al 2013
Domain-filling trajectory model

Large-scale circulation and temps; no parameterized convection
100 hPa anomalies in Asian monsoon water vapor

Overall, the trajectory model does a good job at large-scale variability.
Experiments

• **1. ASIA:** remove parcels that ever meet Asian monsoon region 370K-420K during JJA.

• **2. NA:** remove parcels that ever meet NA monsoon region 370K-420K during JJA.

• **3. ASIA&NA:** remove parcels that ever meet either Asian or NA monsoon region 370K-420K during JJA.
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Communication between Asian and NA monsoons!
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Notes:

- Work in progress and we don’t understand it very well yet.
- These are interesting results, but how should we interpret them?
- Do monsoons both moisten and dry lower stratosphere?
- Thanks for any suggestions.